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Reflecting the deep economic and social transformations experienced by Bra-

zil over recent decades, research on social classes has moved to the centre 

of contemporary political and sociological discussion (Santos, 2004). The ri-

se of a new contingent of individuals to higher socioeconomic levels of inco-

me and consumption has been accompanied by an intense academic and 

political dispute over the effects contained in this change (Neri, 2008; Souza 

& Lamounier, 2010). Over and above the description and characterization of 

the sociological profile of the sectors incorporated into new consumption 

patterns and lifestyles, what is ultimately at issue in this debate is the very 

definition of this stratum and its place in Brazil’s social structure (Guerra, 

2006). Responding to this question about who the middle class is, and what 

it wants, seems to have transformed into the key to understanding contem-

porary Brazil. Or to put it otherwise: in today’s Brazil, the sociology of clas-

ses has been converted into a sociology of the middle class.

In this article, however, I am not concerned with this slippery term 

‘middle.’ My initial premise is that, looking beyond the empirical challenges 

posed by this task (noting that the studies in this area evince an increasing 

technical refinement and sophistication), numerous theoretical challenges 

are also raised. Consequently I do not believe, as Freitas (2010: 75) sustains, 

that “the ‘Marx’ of Eric O. Wright and the ‘Weber’ of John H. Goldthorpe are 

all the area needs.” Taking a polemical stand against the instrumental-em-
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piricist reading of science informing this assertion,1 I contend that the in-

f luence of theoretical choices on the research process is, alongside the em-

pirical dimension, a vital element in this discussion. Bearing in mind the 

long history of this problematics and the ever-expanding international lite-

rature on the topic, the heuristic dimension also demands considerable in-

vestment.

The present study aims to contribute precisely to the analytic aspects 

of the debate, albeit from a fairly specific and localized but – I believe – no 

less decisive angle. Setting out from a dialogue with the sociology of knowled-

ge, my intention is to critically investigate two aspects of the theoretical 

discussion surrounding the study of inequalities in Brazil: 1) the problematic 

and peculiar way in which Max Weber’s theory of social stratification was 

absorbed; and 2) its secondary role in the debate currently taking place. The 

article comprises, therefore, an exercise in historical revision with a syste-

matic purpose. The first part provides an exegesis of the theme of social 

stratification in Max Weber’s work. In the second part, I describe and critique 

some of the trajectories and processes that have shaped the haphazard, pe-

culiar and problematic way in which Weber’s theory of classes was received 

in Brazil. In discussing this topic, I identify a number of interpretative dis-

tortions and highlight the need for greater conceptual rigour when dealing 

with this aspect of his work. Moving beyond this historical aspect, though, 

the premise guiding this article is that the analytic potential of Weber’s 

theory of classes remains underexploited. Hence in the final part of the text 

I provide a critical review of some of the contemporary debates in German 

academia concerning the recent developments and repercussions of this ap-

proach. What can we learn from this debate? The final part summarizes the 

text’s principal conclusions.

1 

THE TWO VERSIONS OF THE THEORY OF INEQUALITIES IN WEBER

There is one detail concerning the Weberian theory of social classes that 

would seem to make all the difference: more than one written version exists 

of the text where Weber examines this question. Weber’s first essay on this 

subject was a text entitled “Class, Status, Party.” The precise moment when 

this short text was written remains unknown (some point between 1910 and 

1914) but we do know that it was revised by the author in 1920, shortly befo-

re his death, under the even briefer title: “Status Groups and Classes.” Both 

texts were kept by Marianne Weber and included posthumously in Economy 

and Society.2 This detail has tended to be overlooked by much of the secondary 

literature, which generally combines the texts, ignoring the perceptible dif-

ferences in form and content between them. In order to understand the analy-

tic implications of this fact for an analysis of the question of social inequality, 
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we have to situate the two texts within the chronological and theoretical 

evolution of the project of editing Economy and Society.

The detailed research available today on the publication of Economy 

and Society (Lepsius, 2012) shows that the book was not originally conceived 

as two integrated parts, one theoretical and the other applied, as its first 

editors, Marianne Weber and Johannes Winckelmann, proposed. In fact it 

was a bundle of texts produced in two main stages. The first set were written 

by Weber prior to the First World War and were closely linked to the concep-

tion of sociology formulated in his 1913 essay On some categories of comprehen-

sive sociology. Returning to the work in 1920, Weber sought to improve the 

terms of his theoretical proposal and, without altering its basic foundations, 

present the ideas in a more accessible form. During this textual revision, he 

abandoned the formula that community action [Gemeinschaftshandeln] was 

the object of sociology and proposed instead that social action should provide 

its basic foundation. A fierce controversy exists among Weberian scholars 

on the extent and consequences of this terminological change. Although some 

analysts argue that, given these modifications, we can isolate two sociologies 

within Weber’s work (Lichtblau, 2011), here I follow Schluchter’s interpreta-

tion (2014) which suggests that we are dealing with a process of lexical re-

finement and theoretical enhancement, much more than a rupture per se. 

But whatever the case, these modifications undoubtedly have implications 

for diverse other aspects of Weber’s sociological ref lection, beginning with 

the theme of social stratification.

The first and most visible difference in form observable between these 

two texts is that the title of the first version ref lects precisely the three 

spheres analysed by Weber: the economic, status groups and the political. In 

the second version, however, the title already announces that the original 

tripartite schema has been reduced to two variables: class and status group. 

The theme of political parties was cut from this section and reinserted by 

Weber in another area of his work, namely his sociology of domination. This 

change in the form of presentation also conceals more substantial modifica-

tions. Consequently, in the section below, rather than providing a conven-

tional review of Weber’s arguments, I shall call attention to these differ-

ences and, through them, point out some of the interpretative misconceptions 

that have been reproduced in the secondary literature.

From the viewpoint of content, the main aspect to emphasize is that a 

reading of the first essay shows clearly that Weber is still exploring the theme 

from the perspective of the sociology of social groups and their internal 

power relations. We can deduce this orientation from the fact that this frag-

ment reflects the work plan conceived by him in 1910 and that, as well as the 

economy and law, or the economy and culture, also aims to explore the econ-

omy and social groups (among them, the family, community associations, 
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statuses and classes, and the State). This conception was no different to the 

one that also appeared in 1914 in which a new and much more expansive 

work plan [Einteilung] was set out for Economy and Society, where, once again, 

the theme of groups was maintained.3 In congruence with this analytic frame-

work, the question informing the elaboration of the first text is whether or 

not classes, status groups and parties constitute specific forms of commu-

nity. Weber’s response to this question is very clear: “In our terminology, 

‘classes’ are not communities” (MWG, I/22-1: 72), they are only types of com-

munity action. A different situation applies to status groups, which “[i]n 

contrast to classes […]  are normally groups. They are, however, often of an 

amorphous kind” (MWG, I/22-1: 82). These conclusions rest on the fact that 

class is situated in the sphere of the market (an economic order) while status 

is located in the social order, both of them being conceived as mutually op-

posed (since statuses possess irrational consequences from the viewpoint of 

a market economy).

Only in the second version of the text do the concepts of class and sta-

tus cease to be conceived as phenomena relating to the distribution of power 

within communities and are embedded in a full-blown theory of inequalities. 

In other words, it is here alone that we can identify a Weberian theory of social 

stratification in the strong sense of the term. Not by chance, Weber planned to 

insert the fragment on class and status after the sociology of domination and 

before the study of communities, an arrangement that already demonstrates 

the exclusivity attributed to the topic in question. As well as a new place in 

the overall layout of Economy and Society, the approach informing the text also 

changes, which becomes essentially typological (and no longer historical as 

before). With the advent of this fresh approach, the content of the manuscript 

acquires a new format. This theory of inequalities is organized around two 

fundamental variables, which are themselves structured by two concepts: 1) 

Klassenlage (class situation) and 2) Lebensführung ( life conduct). The second 

version of Weber’s text, though much shorter than the first, introduces fun-

damental clarifications and corrections to each of these spheres.4

The core role played by the concept of Klassenslage in Weber’s schema 

of the economic dimension is revealed by the fact that class is defined simply 

as “any group of people that is found in the same class situation” (WuG: 177). 

Hence the fundamental importance of defining what is understood by ‘class 

situation.’ According to Weber, this can be comprehended as follows:

‘Class situation’ means the typical probability [chance5] of 1. procuring goods, 2. 

gaining a position in life and 3. finding inner satisfactions, a probability which 

derives from the relative control over goods and skills and from their income-

-producing uses within a given economic order (WuG, 1980: 177).
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Weber uses these criteria to distinguish between two types of classes 

in the economic sphere, namely: 1) the property class [Besitzklasse] and 2) the 

commercial (or acquisition) class [Erwerbsklasse]. This formulation clearly 

differentiates this second version from the older version in which the role of 

‘property’ and ‘market’ in the determination of class situation were not clearly 

demarcated. This led some commentators to insist (based on the first version 

of the text) on the thesis that in Weber’s work only the market element (in 

contrast to property, central to Marxism) determines the individual’s econo-

mic condition. A rapid comparison with the second text already shows this 

not to be the case. For Weber, property possession defines the property-ow-

ning classes, on one hand, while the commercial class is precisely the one 

whose situation is explained “by the marketability of goods and services” 

(WuG, 1980: 177). Hence, property and market are not antagonistic or mutually 

exclusive principles, but two distinct and complementary variables that de-

fine distinct situations of 1) provisions of goods; 2) external position in life; 

and 3) personal destiny.

As well as clarifying this point, Weber improves another aspect in this 

second version. He clearly distinguishes class as an element of the ‘economic’ 

order from class at a ‘social’ level. With this aim in mind, he develops another 

concept absent from the first version, namely that of social class, presented 

as follows: “the totality of those class situations within which individual and 

generational mobility is easy and typical” (WuG: 1980: 177). In order to defi-

ne classes in the social sphere, Weber employs criteria distinct from the 

narrowly economic, since he refers us to a) intragenerational and b) interge-

nerational factors. This means that, rather than classifying and describing 

the position of individuals in terms of shared economic conditions, he high-

lights the mechanisms and processes that involve the transformation and 

shaping of these economic differences in specific social layers. Based on 

these criteria, Weber aims to develop, then, a typology of the structure of 

contemporary society based on four social classes: 1) proprietors; 2) petty 

bourgeoisie; 3) intellectuals and liberal professionals; and 4) workers as a 

whole. The analytic character of this typology and, above all, its empirical 

validity in the face of actual reality, is a topic with a vast bibliography and 

an issue to which I return later. Indeed, this is a fundamental dimension, but 

for now I provide merely a summary of the elements used by Weber in for-

mulating his configuration of the modern social order: 
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Max Weber: class categories

Property Class Commercial Class Social Class

Positively 

privileged

Rentiers Slaves Entrepreneurs Merchants The class of 

property owners 

and those 

privileged by 

education

Land Shipowners

Mines Industrial Entre.

Installations Agrarian Entre.

Ships Bankers

Securities Financiers

Creditors Livestock Liberal

Professionals

Physicians

Grain Artists

Money Lawyers

Workers with monopolistic quali-

fications and skills

Middle 

Classes

Sectors possessing 

property or education who 

obtain a living from the 

same

Farmers

Self-employed artisans

Public or private sector officials

Liberal professionals

Workers with monopolistic quali-

fications and skills

Petty bourgeoisie

Propertyless 

intellectuals

Specialists

Propertyless 

intellectuals

Specialists

Negatively 

privileged

Unfree (slaves)

Declassed

Paupers

Labourers Skilled

Semi-skilled

Unskilled

Labourers as a 

whole (drilled 

work)

Based on Vester (2001)
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 In the text written prior to the First World War, Weber devotes most 

of his observations to a direct dialogue with the Marxist thesis of the forma-

tion of class as a political actor – i.e. the transition from the Klasse an sich [in 

itself ] to the Klasse für sich [for itself ]. Or in Weberian terms, to the problem 

of interests and class action. In his second version, this issue is diluted over 

the course of the text, although the arguments developed are essentially the 

same. Basically Weber calls into question the automatic nature of the transi-

tion from the economic to the political. In other words, he problematizes the 

inadequacy of Marx’s theorization of the relationship between the economic/

objective dimension and the political/subjective dimension of the classes. 

From this perspective, the formation of classes as political groups (class ac-

tion) is not an intrinsic necessity but a contingent political construction in-

volving diverse factors.6 Pursuing the same logic, the identity of interests 

does not automatically lead to the class struggle (or action) and the latter, in 

turn, does not necessarily lead to revolution. At any rate, in the second ver-

sion of his work the political factor ceases to be an independent analytic 

element of the Weberian theory of social stratification. The idea that power, 

alongside the economic and the social, constitutes a third element of his 

theory of social hierarchies is, in fact, an a posteriori reconstruction that takes 

as its starting point the text from the earlier part of Economy and Society. The 

final version of the Weberian proposal is dual, not triadic, and based solely 

on the dimensions of class and status. Consequently, I turn now to this sec-

ond element.

As already formulated in relation to classes, Weber also distinguishes 

between ‘status group’ [Stand]7 and ‘status situation.’ Unlike class situation, 

where the determining factor is the individual’s living conditions [Lebens-

bedingungen], his or her status situation refers to “an effective claim to social 

esteem in terms of positive or negative privileges” (WuG: 1980: 179) based on 

the following factors: 1) a specific type of life conduct; 2) a formal mode of 

education (which in turn may be empirical or rational in kind, with its cor-

responding form of life);8 and 3) founded on the prestige derived from descent 

or profession. Finally, Weber also locates the forms through which a person’s 

status situation is manifested. In other words, he identifies the social mech-

anisms of distinction through which a status group delimits its boundaries. 

These mechanisms comprise: 1) conditions of marriage; 2) commensality; 3) 

the monopolistic appropriation of acquisition opportunities;9 and 4) traditions 

or conventions. It is through these social practices that social limits and 

boundaries become manifest.

Based on these observations, Weber defines the status group as “a plu-

rality of persons who, within a larger group, successfully claim a) a special 

social esteem, and possibly also b) status monopolies” (WuG: 1980: 179). Tur-

ning to analyse status groups, he begins by determining the mechanisms 
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responsible for generating the status group situation, distinguishing between 

three types of processes. The first is primarily historical in nature and in-

volves status by birth. In addition there is a primarily economic type (status 

by profession) and a political-hierocratic type (political or hierocratic statu-

ses). Hence through these three processes Weber identifies the main social 

types of modern status groups with their corresponding forms of life: status 

by birth, by profession and by politics (or religion).

Viewed in retrospect, a comparison between the first theoretical mo-

del sketched by Weber (triadic in nature) with this second model (dual) shows 

that in the latter version class and status group are categories organized 

through symmetrical heuristic parameters. This advance derives from the 

fact that Weber organizes his analysis of classes and status groups through 

the use of aggregation criteria that are simultaneously analytic-descriptive 

(class situation and status group situation: i.e. an aggregate of positions) and 

synthetic-explicative, that is, implying the institutionalization of these ag-

gregates in social layers as particular collective units (the social class and 

status group properly speaking). It is also important to stress that class and 

status group cannot be dualized as though the former represents an objecti-

ve factor and the latter a merely subjective factor. Neither can they be for-

mulated as an opposition between the material and the symbolic, since the-

se analytic criteria are present as constitutive dimensions of both poles of 

the model. For this reason both spheres also constitute principles independent 

of social stratification. This does not mean that the type of social aggregates 

that result from them possess the same nature. In the case of (economic or 

social) classes, the principles of delimitation are open (life chances and per-

sonal or generational mobility), while in the case of status groups (based on 

birth or profession) mechanisms of inclusion/exclusion operate that establish 

objective social boundaries.

Having made these conceptual distinctions (pure types), two points 

remain to be debated: namely, the historic and analytic relations between 

these two domains of hierarchization and social segmentations. From the 

historical point of view, Weber recognizes that when the status group is the 

dominant principle of the social order, we encounter a status society (con-

ventional in nature and thus strongly irrational from an economic point of 

view). But when class is the dominant principle, the result is a classist society. 

Seen in these terms, modern societies, oriented by a market economy, are 

generally structured in classes, in contrast to the status-group principle that 

prevails in the feudal and patrimonial regimes for meeting economic neces-

sities. However it is important we do not lose sight of the fact that the class/

status group distinction is not only historical, but primordially analytical, 

which implies that status groups should not be taken to be a residual, pre-

modern element. Both class and status group are structuring principles of 
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the hierarchical configuration of contemporary societies and each possesses 

autonomous agency and social effects. 

Over and above the historical relation, therefore, we need to prioritize 

the analytic connection between these two mechanisms of social distinction. 

Here Weber takes pains to emphasize that neither of these two principles 

has an analytic priority or an explanatory dominance: neither is class deter-

mined by the status situation, nor do status groups depend on the class si-

tuation. Nevertheless, treating both principles in autonomous form does not 

imply either that they comprise two self-contained mechanisms. Just as the 

status situation can condition the class situation, so certain social sectors 

can have very different economic living conditions (officer, civil servant, stu-

dent) even though their social prestige may be the same. Weber turns to 

history to recall that “[s]tatus groups are often created by property classes,” 

without also forgetting that class formations can develop status group cha-

racteristics: “The status group comes closest to the social class and is meet 

unlike the commercial class” (WuG: 1980: 180). Hence multiple causal rela-

tions are involved in which both status group and class assume the role of 

dependent or independent variable.

More than just elements of a social structure, class and status group 

perform a strategic role in Weber’s sociological inquiries, focused primarily 

on understanding modern entrepreneurial capitalism and the specificity of 

western rationalism. These two dimensions are also articulated by the con-

cept of ‘profession’ [Beruf ] , which, as we know, constitutes for Weber the 

social type par excellence of the modern individual. The importance and 

inf luence of the Weberian model in studies of class in the social sciences 

requires no further comments. To evaluate this impact I begin by highlighting 

a number of aspects of the singular way in which it was received in Brazil. 

2

THE PECULIAR BRAZILIAN RECEPTION: TWO MOMENTS 

The project of describing and elucidating the historical and social peculiari-

ties of the trajectories through which Weber’s thought was absorbed in Bra-

zil and how it shaped a particular reading of the country has gained impetus 

over recent years. We can identify two basic lines of inquiry: the historical 

and the sociological. The first line focuses on a comparative analysis of the 

reception of Weber’s texts (Mata, 2013), while the second foregrounds the 

study of contexts that shape the mechanisms involved in the selection and 

appropriation of his ideas (Villas Bôas, 2014). On this topic I situate myself 

in this second line of research and, without any pretence of filling all the 

historical gaps involved in this process, I concentrate on describing two dis-

tinct moments ( Jackson & Blanco, 2014) in the absorption of Weber’s sociol-

ogy of social stratification: 1) the moment when the social sciences formed 
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and expanded academically; and 2) the contemporary moment, characterized 

by its thematic specialization. Rather than a strictly historiographic recon-

struction, my aim is primarily theoretical in kind and looks to highlight some 

of the impacts and implications of Weber’s work within the sociological field.

In the first phase of this reception, the birth of a body of literature dedi-

cated to the systematic study of Weber’s ideas is closely connected to the role 

of what became known as the São Paulo School of Sociology (Escola Sociológica 

Paulista) and its project of constructing a scientific sociology. Taking just the 

translations of Weber’s works as an indicator, we would be led to conclude 

that the author’s incorporation in the Brazilian context was a relatively late 

process, since the first translation of one of his texts into Portuguese was 

undertaken only in 1967.10 However, we should not forget that some of Weber’s 

main theses were already decisively present in Brazilian political and social 

debates through invaluable pioneering works like Raízes do Brasil (1936) and Os 

donos do poder (1975) to cite just two of the most important.11 At the same time, 

little emphasis has been given to the detail that these works – subsequently 

incorporated into the sociological canon – were not gestated in Sociology 

Departments and that the formal approach is much more deeply inscribed in 

the area of social or political history than in sociology as a discipline. 

In light of this fact, I argue that the role of the São Paulo School of 

Sociology is localized in a second moment of Weber’s reception in Brazil, 

during the institutionalization of the compartmentalized social sciences (so-

ciology, anthropology, history, etc.) when a self-ref lexive awareness of the 

epistemological and methodological status of the human sciences was re-

quired. This means that Weber’s reception in this school already ref lects the 

desire to found and legitimize an area of knowledge inscribed in the sphere 

of scientific activity, practiced by specialists in the social space of the uni-

versity. This helps explain why Max Weber, an author who made enormous 

efforts to investigate the methodological foundations of sociology and for-

mulate a unique conception of the discipline, was mobilized in the discussion 

of a science then passing through its consolidation phase. This provides a 

key to understanding two decisive works from this period, namely Fundamen-

tos empíricos da explicação sociológica (Fernandes, 1958) and Crítica e resignação 

(Cohn, 1979), texts which, despite their different emphases, respond to the 

same intellectual context. This latter acted as a hermeneutic filter through 

which Weber’s theory was read under the sign of synchronicity by Fernandes 

(in his version, Weber’s ideal types represent an anti-historical approach) 

and of action and power by Cohn (Weber as a resigned critic of modernity). 

This Weberian Marxism avant la lettre (and despite Merleau-Ponty or the Frank-

furt School), with its peculiar hermeneutic critique, pursued its own path in 

Brazil, functioning as one of the main angles for interpreting Weber’s work 

in this intellectual context. 
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One area where this filter is more clearly ref lected is precisely the 

theme of social classes, since it was within the São Paulo School of Sociol-

ogy that a fairly peculiar form of systemizing this theme in Weber emerged 

– i.e. the apprehension of his theory via an organizing principle completely 

different to his texts. This change is far from marginal since instead of 1) 

class; 2) status group; and/or 3) party – as found in the first version developed 

by Weber – we have a new sequence: 1) caste; 2) status group; and 3) social class. 

Two works from this period clearly reveal this undeniable equivocation. The 

first is the collection of articles edited by Octavio Ianni, Teorias da estratifica-

ção social (1971), which presents precisely the triadic grid above.12 Much more 

inf luential, however, given its longevity, is the text by Sedi Hirano, based on 

his doctoral thesis and published in 1974 under the title Castas, estamentos e 

classes sociais (Hirano, 2002). The result of a systematic comparison between 

Marx and Weber, Hirano takes up Fernandes’s thesis concerning the histori-

cal nature of Marx’s approach and the poly-historical nature of Weber’s, and 

through this argument, reconstructs the argument of both authors within a 

diachronic perspective. Applying a historical schema that distinguishes be-

tween pre-capitalism and capitalism, the Weberian view is disassembled and 

reinserted in a sequence in which caste and status group are presented as 

pre-modern schemas of differentiation, while class is defined as the dominant 

modern mechanism of social stratification. 

The idiosyncratic grid through which Ianni and Hirano present the 

Weberian theory of stratification is partly explained as an outcome of the 

particular understanding of sociology that informs the São Paulo School. It 

also, though, answers the demand for a scientific and universal sociology in 

opposition to a sociology oriented by contextual imperatives (of the kind 

advocated by Guerreiro Ramos). For this reason, the insertion of Weber in 

the ‘caste, status group, social class’ schema ref lects, among other factors, 

the attempt to construct and fix a theoretical-systematic comprehension of 

social stratification, precisely as recommended by the approaches dominant 

in the international literature during the period in question. Hence Marxism, 

more than an element of a well-seasoned eclecticism, acted as the principal 

axiological and epistemological axis, relegating Max Weber to the study of 

the status dimension of Brazilian social life, leaving Marx to shed light on 

the mechanisms responsible for generating class in a bourgeois social order 

situated on the periphery of capitalism. Examples include the famous essay 

by Florestan Fernandes (A revolução burguesa no Brasil) or even the studies by 

Fernando Henrique Cardoso on the capitalist mode of production in southern 

Brazil (Capitalismo e escravidão no Brasil meridional).13

Even so, the triad ‘caste/status/class’ was not the only factor condition-

ing how Weber’s work on the topic was received in Brazil. It coexisted along-

side the triad ‘class/status/party,’ as divulged from early on through the world 
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famous set of articles edited by Wright and Mills (From Max Weber, published 

in 1946), translated in Brazil precisely during this same period (1967). In this 

way, a peculiar and problematic comprehension of the theme of social strat-

if ication in Weber became established in Brazil, sometimes following the 

modified schema advanced by the São Paulo School of Sociology, sometimes 

guided by the translation of Wright and Mills’s edited volume. In both cases, 

though, the theoretical evolution observable in Weber’s texts, as well the 

epistemological differences between the two versions, are completely ignored, 

leading to a fragmented and confused understanding of this theme in Weber.

Given the limits of the present article, I shall be unable to explore in 

detail the paths through which these competing and contradictory (but in-

terrelated) readings are reproduced, each in its own way, in the secondary 

literature, neither will I be able to point to their multiple impacts in the area 

of applied research. Setting this task aside for future investigations, I shall 

make a leap through history to concentrate on the present moment, looking 

to situate the place assigned to Weber in the theoretical orientations shaping 

discussion of the theme of social inequality in contemporary Brazil. Today 

the terms of this debate have been substantially modified and we can obser-

ve that the Weberian legacy is present in a differentiated form in the two 

main theoretical-methodological currents now vying to interpret the effer-

vescent social dynamics of Brazil during the era of globalization. 

The first of these orientations is fundamentally quantitative in kind, 

focusing on the structural dimension of social hierarchies. In this line of 

interpretation, the decisive figure in terms of Weber is the British social 

scientist John Goldthorpe (1963, 1992, 1996, 2000). Accompanying the inter-

national scenario, Goldthorpe’s typology (1992) has had an enormous inf lu-

ence in Brazilian social research, not only because it provides tools for mea-

suring social stratification, but also because it allows international compar-

isons (Scalon & Santos, 2010). Just like Erik Olin Wright in Marxism, Gold-

thorpe is traditionally cited as the main reference point in the continuity of 

a Weberian approach to the social classes. However, this stock assumption 

deserves a more detailed analysis and needs to be taken with due caution. 

What is really Weberian about Goldthorpe’s model? Or, paraphrasing Wright 

on Marxism, what is exactly ‘neo’ and what is ‘Weberian’ in this theory?

From a historical-genealogical perspective, the researcher himself ad-

vocates a degree of circumspection in responding to this question, since, he 

argues, it is somewhat strange to speak of a Weberian tradition of social strat-

ification given Weber’s sparse and succinct contributions to the topic. Indeed 

Goldthorpe defines his connection to the Weberian approach more broadly and 

indirectly, since, generally speaking, when discussing the subject, Weber ends 

up serving as a generic label that, despite contradictory interests, comprises 

a means of qualifying an entire set of alternative or even contrary approaches 
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to Marxism.14 Conceived in these terms, a Weberian approach remains merely 

negative and substanceless. Although he aligns himself with the latter position 

(Goldthorpe, 2007: 126), the term ‘Weberian’ is attributed a fairly broad sense, 

including a range of very different actors that, as well as Weber, also includes 

Schumpeter, Giger, Halbwachs, Marshall, Renner, Corner, Lockwood and (Ralf ) 

Dahrendorf. Furthermore, Goldthorpe’s model of seven social classes15 is not 

taken directly from Weber’s text but from David Lockwood’s theoretical pro-

posal (1958, later reformulated). Consequently between the initial and final 

product there exists a complex process of mediation and translation of con-

cepts. In sum, in historical terms, the Weberian character of Goldthorpe’s 

theory is much more ‘negative’ (in opposition to Marxism) than positive, much 

‘broader’ than specific and much more ‘indirect’ than direct. 

If the historical connection is weak, it remains, then, for us to examine 

the systematic link between Weber’s original model and the model proposed 

by the British sociologist. Are they based on the same principles? On one hand, 

it is worth recognizing that Goldthorpe (2012) remains faithful to one of the 

basic premises of Weber’s study: he assumes that ‘class’ and ‘status’ are in-

dependent mechanisms of social stratification. In relation to the class dimen-

sion, Goldthorpe’s model combines market situation and labour situation 

criteria and takes contractual employment relations as its main indicator, the 

reason why his model can be seen as much more eclectic than strictly Webe-

rian. However, we have already observed that the ‘market situation’ criterion 

tends to be taken, incorrectly, as the principal attribute of Weber’s model of 

class. Furthermore, maintaining and incorporating just one of the (supposed) 

criteria of the Weberian approach into his theoretical framework is not suf-

ficient for Goldthorpe’s theory to be considered a revival and continuation of 

Weber’s. Likewise, the fact that it takes elements from Marxism and Weber 

does not make the author’s theory a ‘synthesis’ of both. These observations 

lead to the hypothesis that it would be more accurate to interpret Goldthorpe’s 

theory as an original or self-sufficient proposal that must be defined in its 

own terms and not through its exclusive or combined affiliation with prior 

traditions of social thought. I believe, then, that neither neo-Weberian, nor 

Weberian-Marxian, we are dealing simply with a ‘Goldthorpian’ theory. 

The second of the main approaches to the theme of social inequality 

in Brazil is qualitative in kind. Its point of reference is the French sociologist 

Pierre Bourdieu and his well-known and widely deployed typology of capitals. 

A systematic comparison between the French author’s relational sociology 

of ‘practices’ and the sociology of ‘action’ developed by Max Weber still re-

mains to be explored in Brazil. Nonetheless the author tends to be presented 

as the thinker who advanced on the differentiation introduced by Weber be-

tween the strictly economic dimension of the classes in their Marxist version 

(monist perspective) and their social, cultural and symbolic aspects. From 
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this perspective, the work of the author of La distinction (2008) would be the 

most important development of the multidimensional approach of which Max 

Weber, for his part, would be the founder.

Not everything is a continuation, though. Bourdieu himself takes as a 

starting point for his model of social stratification a critique of what he iden-

tifies as a fissure between the elements of class and status in Max Weber, 

who, according to him, “opposes class and status group as two types of real 

units” (Bourdieu, 2011: 14). This observation is an indication that Bourdieu 

interpreted Weber through the opposition between the material (class) and 

the symbolic (status) (see Weininger, 2014). Along with this moving beyond 

this dichotomy, he also wants to overcome the opposition between the objec-

tive (realist) dimension and the subjective (nominalist) dimension of classes 

(Bourdieu, 1987). From the objective viewpoint, classes are defined in a rela-

tional form, not a substantialist form – that is, as objective relations that 

depend on the distribution of the volume and composition of economic, social 

and cultural capital (dominant classes, petit bourgeoisie and dominated class). 

Based on these criteria, he distinguishes between different class segments 

and strata, with their corresponding habits and lifestyles. This objective di-

mension is merely classificatory, however, since classes exist as social groups 

in the subjective dimension as the result of symbolic disputes that, setting 

out from the objective condition, establish social boundaries. An analysis of 

the different types of cultural habitus of the social classes is undertaken in 

La distinction, leading Bourdieu to identify different lifestyles and cultural 

strategies. To this extent it is the symbolic, rather than the structural, that 

comprises the key dimension of Bourdieu’s theory of classes.

In Brazil, Bourdieu’s work has primarily inf luenced qualitative-type 

studies. Rather than provide a panorama of this literature, an impossible task 

in the space available here, I shall explore one of its most exemplary bodies 

of work, namely the studies of Jessé Souza. At a general level, the author’s 

research is closely connected to the examination of modernity in Brazil. Set-

ting out from Max Weber and a critical reading of Gilberto Freyre, he ini-

tially sets out to profile the singularity and selectivity of modern Brazilian 

institutions (Souza, 2000). However, as his work begins to specialize on the 

issue of economic-racial selectivity, so his frame of reference shifts: Weber 

and Gilberto Freyre fade into the background as Pierre Bourdieu and Flores-

tan Fernandes come to provide the new baseline for his exploration. Along 

this trajectory, his theory of the singularity of modernity in Brazil transmutes 

into a theory of peripheral modernity (Souza, 2003).

This global theoretical ref lection results in an interpretation of the 

social dynamics of contemporary Brazil where the supposed economicist 

bias of the liberal and Marxist approaches is thrown into question (Souza, 

2013). Seeking to overcome this impasse, the author thus turns to ref lect on 
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the sociocultural genesis of the classes, explaining why Bourdieu’s approach 

becomes the core theoretical reference. Pursuing this new angle, the objec-

tive of his research shifts to verifying directly the existence of an effective 

process of incorporating new social sectors into the traditional middle class. 

The explanatory hypothesis ventured by Souza is that the incorporation of 

new social contingents in the sphere of commodity production and consump-

tion is not accompanied ipso facto by the egalitarian distribution of cultural 

capital. In other words, it is the symbolic factor that comes to be held respon-

sible for reproducing inequality in the new Brazilian social configuration. At 

an empirical level, this premise leads to qualitative studies that aim to de-

scribe and characterize the lifestyles of these social sectors, oscillating be-

tween their categorization as ‘structural riffraff’ (Souza, 2009), ‘fighters’ or 

a ‘new working class’ (Souza, 2012), revealing in the process that his em-

pirical hypothesis has yet to encounter adequate conceptual expression.

It is not the aim of this text, however, to test the empirical applicabil-

ity of quantitative or qualitative studies of classes in Brazil. My objective 

consists solely of problematizing their analytic premises vis-à-vis the Webe-

rian legacy through two criteria: the historical and the systematic. Let us 

summarize what has been said so far, therefore. From a historical perspective, 

both research traditions assign Weber a distinct position and inf luence in 

their narratives. In the Goldthorpe line – and despite the innovations and 

corrections that it introduces – the prefix ‘neo’ suggests a line of continuity 

and Weber is vindicated, albeit somewhat generically, as a term of reference. 

The Bourdieu line, on the contrary, effects a breach since it situates itself as 

a solution to (or transcendence of ) the contradictions inherent to the Webe-

rian legacy. From a systematic perspective, both lines could be said to take 

(distinct) elements of the Weberian model as their starting point. While the 

structural research program foregrounded the socioeconomic aspect of We-

ber’s theory of inequality [Klassenlage], pushing its symbolic-expressive di-

mension [Lebensführung] into the background, in the sociocultural research 

program it is the structural aspect that is decentred. Borrowing a formulation 

popular in social theory, we could argue that each of them practices different 

forms of conf lation (Archer, 2005). In the structural program, the symbolic 

occupies a merely ref lexive role, while in the Bourdieusian program it be-

comes the determinant factor. From this viewpoint, I would argue that neither 

the structural nor the cultural approach represent or translate the multidi-

mensionality of the Weberian vision of social stratification. Ultimately both 

reproduce and radicalize the gulf between the ‘structural’ and the ‘symbolic’ 

that has shaped readings of Weber’s theory of classes.

Despite the different degrees of influence, in both the lines of research 

examined here Weber’s legacy is reduced to a historical condition (precursor) 

and each presents itself as an actualization of its potential. It is as though 
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everything that Weber had to tell us were contained in some form in these 

two lines of investigation, whether in relation to the objective or the subjec-

tive. Unlike the Marxian/Marxist perspective in which a continuous and sys-

tematic endeavour of theoretical renewal of the theme of classes is taken as 

unproblematic, in Brazil the Weberian perspective quickly resigned itself to 

the limbo of the history of ideas: while during the institutionalization of 

sociology in Brazil, Weber was an active presence in the study of the status-

based character of national society, the contemporary period seems to be 

strongly post-Weberian, or at most semi-Weberian.16 Ultimately, therefore, 

these contemporary developments fail to exhaust the analytic potential of 

the Weberian schema, which, in my view, remains underexploited. For this 

reason, I believe that a return to the guiding premises of the Weberian ap-

proach to stratification and the social classes can deepen the theoretical 

debate and, a fortiori, empirical research.

3  

THE RETURN TO WEBER: AN OVERVIEW

Neither is Weber’s legacy limited to the appropriations made by Goldthorpe 

and Bourdieu of his work, nor do these comprise its most significant and 

consistent developments. In order to corroborate this reading and extract 

lessons from it to think about what the Weberian approach still has to offer 

on the subject, this final section discusses some authors involved in the 

debate taking place today in Germany. My proposal is not to produce a map 

or panorama of this debate (a state of the art) but to present a number of 

analytic possibilities that – directly or indirectly inspired by Weber – feed 

into the discussion on inequality, hierarchy, stratification and social classes.

One of the most inf luential currents in the contemporary German de-

bate centres on the category of ‘lifestyles’ [Lebensstilforschung] (Rössel, 2011). 

Developing in the 1980s (Berger & Hradil, 1990), this theory draws from the 

writings of Simmel, Weber, Veblen and, today, Beck and Bourdieu, with the 

aim of “characterizing the principles, objectives and routines through which 

individuals orient their own lives” (Hradil, 2001: 273). The intention is to 

describe patterns of representation and action among individuals in the con-

text of a supposedly post-materialist society less and less structured in social 

groups (the thesis of individualization). Hence its authors propose advancing 

beyond both the theory of classes and the theory of social strata. Konietzka 

(1994) identifies two main lines of analysis in this approach (structural and 

cultural), though most of its critics argue that it ends up pushing the dimen-

sion of social structure into the background. The principal contribution of 

this approach is its attempt to develop typologies that capture different life-

styles (hedonist-expressive, family-centred, cultural-aesthetic, conservative-

passive, expressing prestige, conventional-discrete, self-expressive-avant-
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garde). Despite the value of the microsocial dimension to which it alludes, 

this perspective ultimately confuses the Weberian approach to forms of ‘life 

conduct’ [Lebensführung] with the aestheticizing approach of ‘lifestyles’ [Leb-

ensstil] of Simmelian sociology, leading eventually to a subjective-expressiv-

ist vision of social conducts (Müller, 1993, 2002, 2003).

The theory of lifestyles is merely an indirect development of Weberian 

sociology but is far from being the only one. Reflecting on the theme of class-

es, Müller (2008: 187) offers us an interesting synthesis of its multiple devel-

opments, which he classifies as follows: 1) The Marx-Weber symbiosis: class 

consciousness and life conduct (Giddens); 2) Life chances and social exclusion 

(Dahrendorf and Parkin); 3) Class and lifestyles (Bourdieu); 4) Economic con-

ditions, formation of political interests and cultural-value orientations (M. 

Rainer Lepsius). There is no space here to explore each of these currents, 

each of which, in its own way, conserves something of the Weberian legacy. 

Given the scope of this work, I shall focus attention on Lepsius’s proposal, 

since this author stands out among this group by his aim of assuming Weber’s 

postulates in full. According to Müller, rather than a sociopolitical theory 

(Giddens), a sociostructural theory (Dahrendorf and Parkin) or a sociocul-

tural theory (Bourdieu), Lepsius removes each of these questions from its 

mutual isolation and treats them as a specific dimension of the social dynam-

ics of the social classes.

Seeking to overcome the unilaterality of each of the aforementioned 

aspects, Lepsius develops an original systemization of Max Weber’s thought 

along three axes: ideas, interests and institutions. The baseline for this rea-

ding is a famous passage in which Weber declares that frequently “‘world 

images’ that have been created by ‘ideas’ have, like switchmen, determined 

the tracks along which action has been pushed by the dynamic of interests” 

(MWG I/19: 101). Into this schema Lepsius introduces a third variable – ins-

titutions – allowing us to consider the different relations between each of 

the three dimensions (Schluchter, 2014: 56). Taking this understanding of 

Weberian sociology as a framework, Lepsius presents his theory of social 

stratification as follows:

The question of the meaning of class structure […] should be explored at the level 

of the description of life conditions [Lebenslage], at the level of the investigation of 

the processes of interest formation and their institutional representation, and at the 

level of value orientations [Wertorientierungen] and in their significance for the proces-

ses of constitutional legitimization of and compliance with the processes of interest 

intermediation (Lepsius, 2009: 118).

At the structural level, Lepsius produces an analysis of class structure 

that adopts a schema exactly like the classification (taxonomy) proposed by 

Weber. Rather than dwelling on the conjunctural conclusions of his data, I 

wish to call attention to his methodological operationalization of the Webe-
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rian model, since it is here, I believe, that the originality and actuality of the 

author’s proposal reside. For Lepsius the so-called ‘property classes’ (eco-

nomically autonomous) are in quantitative decline, though this does not im-

ply that we should underestimate their qualitative significance, especially 

their capacity for savings and investment. Today the structural pattern of 

modern societies is primarily determined by the ‘commercial classes,’ the 

sector in which he also observes a heightened process of internal differen-

tiation marked by the growing fissure between the traditional working class 

and underprivileged groups. One novelty in Lepsius’s schema is the introduc-

tion of a new classificatory variable into the Weberian class model: the Ver-

sorgungsklasse or ‘welfare class,’ composed especially of women and immi-

grants. He defines the latter as “a class whose forms of procuring goods, 

position in life and inner life are determined by various modes of wage trans-

fer based on social policies and access to public goods and services” (Lepsius, 

2009: 128).

Faithful to Weber’s schema, Lepsius thus shifts from classes as eco-

nomic aggregates to classes as social collectives. The conclusion to his anal-

ysis is the declining number of individuals situated in the ‘proprietor’ and 

‘petty bourgeois’ sectors. On the other hand, there is a strong growth of ‘in-

tellectuals’ and ‘liberal professionals,’ while ‘labourers’ are undergoing an 

acute process of differentiation caused, among other factors, by a labour 

market formed increasingly by immigrants. What this rapid examination 

shows, therefore, is that while directly adopting Weber’s analytic schema, 

Lepsius enriches and modifies this model in response to the historical trans-

formations presently under way.

At the political level, just as in Weber’s work, Lepsius does not take 

power to be an independent factor of social stratification, though equally this 

does not imply that the political dimension has no place in his analysis. Un-

derstanding social hierarchies under the aegis of political sociology means 

assessing the impact of the social structure described above on the correla-

tion of forces between different social groups. His observations lead him to 

conclude that a process of institutionalization of social conflicts (the Welfare 

State) is accompanied by a multiplication of the arenas of power (the State, 

market and associativism). In this scenario the lines of conflict become sep-

arated and specified, diluting the centrality of class confrontation: social 

conf lict ceases to be systematic and becomes a dispute over the allocation 

of resources, neutralizing movements of class mobilization that advocate 

political ruptures.

It is principally at the cultural level that Lepsius is particularly innova-

tive since rather than resorting exclusively to the Weberian notion of status 

group, he replaces it with an investigation of the cultural dimension of social 

classes. In this way he combines the Weber-inspired notion of value orienta-
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tions [Wertorientierungen] with the concept of subculture, or more precisely 

class culture. Although the reference to the idea of value orientations seems 

to me a valid and necessary step, insofar as it connects with the Weberian 

question of meaning, I believe that its translation via the concept of ‘subcul-

ture’ is somewhat outmoded. Nonetheless, it also carries with it another vi-

tal concept in the author’s theoretical framework, one that has acquired a 

huge centrality in the current academic debate: this is the concept of socio-

moral milieu [sozialmoralisches Milieu] (Lepsius, 1993: 38) employed by the au-

thor as a means to identify types of party orientation in the German social 

cartography (liberal-Protestant, Protestant-conservative, Catholic and social-

democrat).

In his later use, as it happens, the notion of social milieu acquired new 

connotations and developed in different directions. Nowak and Becker (1985: 

14), for example, define the social milieu as “groups of individuals with sim-

ilar views and forms of life and who for this reason form subcultural units 

within society.” Even supporters of critical views of class like Vester (2001) 

have sought to incorporate the concept as an instrument supposedly suitable 

to capturing the horizontal dimension of new forms of inequality and social 

structuring (Kreckel, 1992). New typologies emerged in the wake of this move-

ment, seeking to depict the different spaces of socialization and their cor-

responding patterns of values and modes of action. One of the most important 

is the SINUS Institute,17 which distinguishes the following types of social 

environments: conservative, liberal-technocratic, petit bourgeoisie, upward-

ly mobile middle class, new workers, traditional working class, traditionless 

working class, hedonistic and alternative. This concern with the elaboration 

of descriptive typologies has led the social milieu approach into a somewhat 

confused symbiosis with research on lifestyles, even though the former dif-

fers due to the centrality afforded in its analysis to the formation of social 

groups via the process of socialization. Consequently, this approach does not 

eclipse the structural dimension per se, though it seeks to define it from the 

viewpoint of the cultural rather than through economic conditions.

The richness of Lepsius’s multidimensional ref lection does not reside 

at the abstract level alone: it can be particularly appreciated at the empirical 

level too, as in the case of his important sociology of the bourgeoisie and the 

bourgeois nature (Lepsius, 2009: 153-169), a point where he revives the triad of 

interests, ideas and institutions. Taken in its merely sociostructural sense 

(based on the criteria of property and education), the bourgeoisie is a ge-

neric concept that encompasses heterogeneous social groups. To go beyond 

this descriptive and amorphous sense and comprehend the bourgeoisie as a 

both privileged economic layer and a homogenous social group, we also need 

to consider its political and cultural aspects. This involves considering the 

dynamic social processes [Vergesellschaftung] through which its interests are 
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coalesced and its value orientations constructed. It is here that the possibil-

ity emerges of moving from the analysis of the middle class to an authentic 

sociology of the bourgeoisie as a social unit. The bourgeoisie is not a social 

layer that emanates naturally from the social structure, but a social form in 

constant mutation, which implies considering processes of bourgeoisification 

and debourgeoisification alike. The constitution of the bourgeoisie as a social 

unit involves external elements (the appropriation of economic resources) 

but also internal elements, such as the capacity to articulate common inter-

ests (at a political level) and attain self-recognition through particular forms 

of life orientation (at a cultural level). 

At the broad historical level, Lepsius links the emergence of a bourgeois 

society to four fundamental processes: industrialization, democratization, 

professionalization and bureaucratization. While the first two enabled the 

emergence of the bourgeois class as a historical actor and expanded the hori-

zons of the social structure itself, the latter two ran in the opposite direction 

and functioned as mechanisms for monopolization of resources and possibili-

ties. Today he observes a weakening of the idea of bourgeois society – that is, 

the bourgeois social formation has lost its capacity to coalesce social interests. 

This process is accompanied by forces working towards a levelling and uni-

formization of social conditions. In this scenario, the bourgeois nature or the 

bourgeois way of being [Bürgerlichkeit] does not always correspond to predefined 

social groups: “the bourgeoisie is the association of middle classes, while bour-

geois being is its typical mode of conducting life” (Lepsius, 2009: 167). 

The main lesson I wish to take from Lepsius’s research is that, despi-

te the centrality of the concepts of ‘class situation’ and ‘status group situa-

tion,’ they should not be imagined to contain in any unilateral or polarized 

way the potentialities immanent to a Weberian theory of social classes. They 

need to be reunited on a common platform, a step that Lepsius achieves by 

using as a substrate the Weberian triad of ideas, interests and institutions. 

The theory of classes requires maintaining its link to social theory, undou-

btedly, but how does the situation manifest today? 

This question is directly addressed by Schwinn (2007 and 2014), who 

argues that two major paradigms currently compete for explanatory primacy 

on the issue of social inequalities: the class-based approach and the systems-

-based approach. In the class theory tradition, the inequality between indivi-

duals is conceived to derive from capitalism or the market, while in the sys-

tems theory paradigm (Luhmann, 1985) the theme is limited to the differen-

tiation of social orders. For the theory of classes, explanatory primacy falls 

to economic-social inequality and it is through this inequality that the social 

order becomes explicable. In the systems theory model, this causality is in-

verted and analytic priority is given to social differentiation. In this latter 

view, each specific social order involves the operation of distinct mechanisms 
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of social inclusion and exclusion, which allows different forms and spaces of 

differentiation beyond the economic to be considered (including political, 

juridical, etc.).18 For Schwinn, however, both inequality and differentiation 

correspond to distinct criteria and shape distinct social structures, which is 

why it is not a question of advocating the primacy of either of these social 

realities. For him, the platform capable of reconciling these two questions is 

the tradition based on the Max Weber’s theory of action: the latter allows 

the simultaneous and interconnected apprehension of the production and 

reproduction of inequalities, and of the differentiation of social orders. But 

in what way? 

Contrary to systems theory, Schwinn emphasizes that we cannot ig-

nore the constitutive effects of social inequalities on social structure. While 

in the systems-based approach, the criteria of inclusion/exclusion are inter-

nal and exclusive to each social sphere (power, money, prestige, competence, 

etc.), Weber’s theory suggests that the ‘resources’ specific to one sphere can 

be converted to another: this is the case of money and power. On the other 

hand, contrary to theories of socioeconomic inequality, these notably focus 

their attention exclusively on the life potentialities of individuals, yet not all 

inequalities result from the possession of economic, political or symbolic 

resources alone. In this case the systems-based approach would be correct, 

which assumes that social institutions also determine (promote or restrict) 

an individual’s possibilities for social insertion, as well as his or her lifesty-

le and life orientation. By moving beyond the unilateralism of those theore-

tical approaches focused on class, institutional approaches can help shed 

light on the diversity of the mechanisms responsible for generating inequa-

lity and, at the same time, show how social orders, in turn, also shape the 

phenomenon of social hierarchies. 

However, while Weber allows us to preserve the autonomy of each 

analytic environment, we have yet to reach the level of integration – in other 

words, it remains to explain how they are related. It is at this level that the 

Weberian duality between ideas, interests (and institutions) is important. For 

Weber, interests are assumed and marked by determined ideas and, on the 

other hand, ideas also ref lect and condition interests. In practice, this signi-

fies that one represents a context of inf luence, but not of determination, for 

the other. Finally, it is important not to forget that these ideas must be un-

derstood through determined cultural components (or in Weber’s terms, va-

lues) whose interpretative pattern is institutionalized in accordance with 

distinct rules and social resources. These cultural and social conditions need 

to be appropriated by social actors in order for a determined social order to 

be able to be produced and reproduced. Social differentiation emerges pre-

cisely from this dialectic relationship between social structures and social 

action. 
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FINAL CONSIDERATIONS: FOR THE CONTINUITY OF THE DEBATE

The debate on social classes in Brazil has brought to light diverse epistemo-

logical and methodological conceptions. Extending way beyond the quanti-

tative/qualitative dimension, this theme involves the relation between 

theory and empirical data to involve the intersection of conceptions concer-

ning paradigmatic unity or diversity in the social sciences. This research 

terrain is both the space of dispute concerning the present conjuncture of 

Brazilian society, and also the different modes of doing sociology, unders-

tood as an instrument for rendering the social universe intelligible.

The historical-hermeneutic review of the parameters of Weber’s the-

ory of social inequality was a preliminary step that allowed us to foreground 

and reframe questions concerning the nature and, especially, the validity of 

this approach. The advanced state of the exegesis shows how Weberian 

thought on the phenomenon of inequality and stratification became modi-

fied over the course of his intellectual career. Differentiating the two ver-

sions (triadic and dual) of his theory of the social classes also enabled us to 

advance to the critical problematization of the mechanisms and processes 

involved in the reception and routinization of his theses in Brazil, in par-

ticular the premature fixation on some lineages perceived as the potential 

heirs of his original intuitions, relegating his role merely to the field of the 

history of ideas.

M. Rainer Lepsius, in one of his last public pronouncements, claimed 

that, given its singular capacity for connection [Anschlusfähigkeit], Weberian 

sociology gave rise to multiple developments and contributions, but has yet 

to be duly explored in terms of its core elements. Applying this reasoning to 

the theme of classes, we can also assert that Weber’s work remains particu-

larly underexploited in terms of the structural dimension (a field in which 

the Marxist approach to classes predominates) while the theme of status 

group tends to be ‘culturalized,’ generally reduced to the symbolic-expres-

sive dimension of social segmentation. Weberian sociology constitutes a 

multidimensional platform that takes into account both economic-social and 

symbolic-cultural elements. Class and status group comprise typical-ideal 

analytic parameters, not a hiatus to be surpassed or even elements that 

overlap each other. Each of these spheres comprises a specific baseline of 

work via which diverse and independent research directions can be devel-

oped. However, at its basic core, the Weberian theme of stratification de-

mands an approach capable of integrating elements of structural sociology 

(institutions), political sociology (interests) and cultural sociology (values). 

It does not generate a theory of society or of the social per se, but the latter 

is incomprehensible without the mechanism responsible for generating so-

cial hierarchy and group formation, just as the latter cannot be disconnected 

from the legality intrinsic to the social spheres or spheres of value that con-
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stitute the social configuration of the modern. These are precise contribu-

tions that, much more than pertaining to the historical level, conserve a 

permanent actuality and still await a productive application.
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 NOTES

1 Even so I entirely recommend this beautiful text to the 

reader and emphasize the value of its fundamental con-

tribution: a ref lection on the diverse ways of doing socio-

logy in Brazil.

2 In the fourth edition, which became the standard edition 

of Economy and Society (1956), the second version (from 

1920) appears in the first part as Chapter IV (Status 

Groups and Classes). The older version was inserted in 

the second part of the book in the chapter “Political Com-

munities,” as item 6, under the title “The Distribution of 

Power within the Political Community: Class, Status, 

Party.” Gerth and Mills in From Max Weber (1982) reprodu-

ced just the first version of the text and contributed de-

cisively to the fact that this became the most widely ac-

cepted version of the Weberian theory of social 

stratification.

3 This is why in the re-edition of Weber’s writings (Max We-

ber Gesamtausgabe) the fragment “Class, status, party” was 

placed alongside another six writings that demonstrate 

Weber’s attempt to develop a typology of community forms 

[Gemeinschaften]: 1) economic relations of communities in 

general; 2) domestic communities; 3) ethnic communities; 

3) market communities; and 5) the prestige of power and 

national feeling, and finally “class, status, party.”

4 Though this does not mean that the first version should 

be simply discarded. When read in retrospect and, in par-

ticular, taking into account the alterations and correc-

tions made, it sheds light on important points of Weber’s 

view of classes and social status groups.

5 Far from being a banal and secondary term, ‘chance’ pos-

sesses a special meaning in Weber’s analyses and always 

indicates the contingent character of his observations. 

Class, in the economic sense of the term, thus indicates 

the life chances or opportunities that result from a 

person’s insertion in the economic order.

6 According to Weber’s list, these factors are: 1) clear iden-

tification of immediate bearers of opposed interests; 2) a 

typically similar class situation (for the masses); 3) fa-

vourable technical-organizational conditions; and 4) the 

intellectual elaboration of common objectives.
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7 Incidentally, the translation of the German word ‘Stand’ 

by ‘status’ or ‘status group’ in the American literature, 

with all the theoretical consequences that derive from 

this fact, would merit a study by itself.

8 It is interesting to note how, in this context, type of edu-

cation constitutes a fundamental factor. Education is an 

important element in terms of explaining status group 

forms of life and, on the other hand, type of education 

varies enormously as a function of the economic condi-

tions and life chances. The commercial and property clas-

ses, for example, possess a special elective affinity with 

technical education, more so than with humanistic edu-

cation. The connection between education and social 

stratification has been little explored by the Weberian 

interpreters of his sociology of education (Gonzales, 2000).

9 The capacity to appropriate economic goods in monopo-

listic form was utilized by Frank Parkin (1972) as a model 

for an interesting theory of social stratification.

10 The work concerned is A ética protestante e o espírito do 

capitalismo, translated by Irene and Tamás Szmrecsányi 

(Weber, 1967) from the English version by Talcott Parsons 

(The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism).

11  In passing we can note that the question of the character 

of social groups in Brazil’s process of formation has re-

ceived a prominent place in this literature, particularly 

in the case of Raymundo Faoro (1979), who argued that 

Brazil did not possess social classes. This theme was ex-

plored again in his exceptional study of the work of Ma-

chado de Assis (2011).

12 In the excerpts of texts selected by the author, Max Weber 

appears just twice and only in sections discussing the con-

cepts of caste and status group. Curiously the thinker was 

simply overlooked in the topic dedicated to social classes.

13 Though I shall have to forego listing other examples, it is 

worth mentioning the equally classic text by Maria Silva 

de Carvalho Franco, Homens livres na ordem escravocrata, 

published in 1983.

14 To cite the author’s own words: what I refer to when I 

speak of the non-Marxist tradition of class corresponds, 

to a certain extent, to what is routinely called today in 
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MAX WEBER E O DEBATE SOBRE AS CLASSES 

SOCIAIS NO BRASIL

Resumo 

É mister problematizar e reabrir o debate sobre a interpre-

tação e a validade da teoria das classes sociais de Max 

Weber no Brasil. Contrariando sua redução à condição de 

precursora histórica, este estudo destaca as diferenças 

entre suas duas versões da teoria da estratificação em 

Economia e Sociedade e descreve o problemático processo 

de sua recepção no contexto acadêmico brasileiro. A partir 

da crítica à parcialidade dessas interpretações, apresenta-

-se a atual retomada dessa teoria no debate sociológico 

alemão com ênfase no trabalho de M. Rainer Lepsius, vi-

sando estimular a diversificação e aprofundamento da 

reflexão teórica sobre as classes sociais..

MAX WEBER AND THE DEBATE ON SOCIAL 

CLASSES IN BRAZIL

Abstract 

This article argues for the need to reconsider and reframe 

the debate on the interpretation and validity of Max We-

ber’s theory of social classes in Brazil. Countering its re-

duction to the condition of a historical precursor, the 

study highlights the differences between the two versions 

of his theory of stratification in Economy and Society and 

describes its problematic reception in the Brazilian aca-

demic context. Starting from a critique of the bias con-

tained in these interpretations, the article presents its 

current revival in the German sociological debate with an 

emphasis on the work of M. Rainer Lepsius aiming to 

stimulate a diversification and deepening of the theoreti-

cal reflection on social classes.
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